Cdc14's subcellular localization. We postulated that if VII). We excluded the possibility that this loss of SPO12 FOB1 were a positive regulator of the FEAR network, function was due to the truncated protein being unstable then deletion of FOB1 should cause defects in Cdc14 ( Figure S1 ) or due to the inability of the protein to enter release from the nucleolus and a delay in mitotic exit. the nucleus; truncation VII carrying an exogenous NLS Conversely, if FOB1 were to function in an inhibitory still failed to suppress the growth defect of cdc15-2 manner, Cdc14 release from the nucleolus might occur spo12⌬ mutants ( Figures 1B and S1 , truncation VII). Our prematurely in the absence of FOB1. Deletion of FOB1, results show that the C-terminal domain of Spo12 (hence however, did not affect the kinetics of Cdc14 release referred to as Spo12-CTD), which encompasses the from the nucleolus in cells progressing through the cell highly conserved DSP-Box, is necessary and sufficient cycle in a synchronous manner ( Figure 3A ). for SPO12's mitotic-exit function not only when overproAlthough this finding indicates that FOB1 is dispensduced but also when present at endogenous levels (Figable ([11, 25, 34, 35]) . However, the mech-FOB1 exhibit a slightly weaker mitotic-exit delay than anism(s) whereby the FEAR network controls Cdc14 accells lacking both SPO12 and BNS1 (F.S., unpublished tivity remain poorly understood. Here we define the redata). gion within the FEAR network component Spo12 that is important for its mitotic-exit function. We identify the replication fork block protein Fob1 as a negative regula-
The , which down-regulates recombinaphosphorylation of these two residues is required for tion [40] . Our studies show that Fob1 is also an inhibitor Spo12's mitotic-exit function ( Figure 8B, [21] 
